Bobbytalkscinema.Com
Responses/ Comments on “Remembering the Doordashan Serials” post in the year 2012.
preeti

submitted on 02 January 2012

Hello bobbyji
apka bahut bahut dhanywad hai ki aapne itni mehnat se ye naam jode hai.. dil se khushi hui inko padhkar kyoki purane din
yaad aa gaye fir se.
mujhe kuchh serial yaad aa rahe hai jo jum bacche the to dekha karte the.
1 Khari Khari - Bharat kapoor ji the shayad isme
2 faster fene- bacchho ka serial aata tha. gana yaad hai mujhe thoda thoda... lambi lambi taango wala tez dimag wala...:-)
3 neem ka ped- pankaj kapoor ji the isme bhi..
4 PC aur mausi .. farida zalal thi isme
5 Alis in wonderland
6 chunauti
7 Fairy tales theaters..
8 charlie chaplin

bobbysing

submitted on 05 January 2012

Hi Preeti,
Thanks for visiting the site and writing your valuable comment.
Indeed its a great feeling to remember those innocent childhood days with only Doordarshan to serve us entertainment in our
homes.
Do surf more at the site as I am sure you would love reading my other articles too here.
Keep Visiting and writing in.
Cheers!
HIS BLESSINGS

saurav

submitted on 07 January 2012

There was a Sci-Fi TV series which used to be aired on Doordarshan in late 90s. The show format was that the crew of the ship
used a time machine to bring some well known scientist like Einstein, Newton from past so as to solve the problem they faced
in the space...whats its name??

bobbysing

submitted on 11 January 2012

Hi Saurav,
Thanks for your comment but I really dont remember the serial as you mentioned. May be some of our friends here recall its
name.
Till then Keep Visiting.
Cheers!

Ramya
Hiee,
U missed out on the serila "Kashish" which has sudesh berry,malvika tiwari and kalpana iyer.
Some of the other serials that I can think of are mentioned below:
1)ghar Jamayi - Ananth mahadevan
2)Ek do teen chaar
3)Lohit Kinare
4)samandar
5)Titliyaan (title song of this serial was melodious)
6)gandevta
7)police file se
8)Mr.yogi
9)charitraheen (which had the song sheetal manjul komal tera anchal)
10)Pachpan kambe laal diwarein (with Aman verma and mita vashisht)
11)Chunauti
12)Life Line
13)Stone boy
14)Mujrim hazir
15)Giant Robot
16)Street Hawk

submitted on 10 January 2012

17)Intezaar
18)Nirmala
19)Khaali haath (with Harsh Chayya)

bobbysing

submitted on 11 January 2012

Hi Ramya,
Thanks a lot for visiting the site, writing in and making us remember some more seials from those Golden Years.
Keep Visiting.
Cheers!

binnu

submitted on 18 January 2012

few years back there was a animation serial NANADU APNA coming on doordarshan. i want to download the clips of that seria
and its song.will you please give me address of some sites where i can get those.
thank you

bobbysing

submitted on 20 January 2012

Hi Binnu,
At present I dont have any info on its availability over the net or Home Video.
But will surely inform you as I get any in the coming months.
Thanks for writing in and Keep Visiting.
Cheers!
HIS BLESSINGS

shekar

submitted on 19 January 2012

more serials
1. kaha gaye woh log
2. kadwa sach
3. wah janab
4. hum sab ek hai
5.subah
6. malgudi days
7. sunday to sunday

bobbysing

submitted on 20 January 2012

Hi Shekar,
Thanks for writing in with more names.
But I think you read the article in only a glance as 3 of the names you wrote were already there in the List.
Anyway keep visiting as there is lot more in the site to read and discuss.
Cheers!
HIS BLESSINGS

ANISH
KUMAR

submitted on 24 January 2012

Hello All,
What about Sinhasan Battisi. It was a gr8 prog for kids. is it available for download anywhere
Thanks
Anish

bobbysing

submitted on 09 February 2012

Thanks Anish for your contribution.
However I am not aware if it is available for download or not but would sure let you know as soon I get any info about it.
Thanks for writing in and Keep Visiting.
HIS BLESSINGS

rahul bhola

submitted on 28 January 2012

I think up to 88-89 was the golden period or satyug of India...after cable was introduced India has lost innocence in the masses

and cunningness stepped in ...otherwise people were so loving,helping, always in high spirits in spite of poorly living or low
standard of living ......that ambience was destoyed within a period of 10-15 years and now you can realize the damage done ....I
am not against cable transmission which has opened our mind towards higher targets but all channels should not have been
given permission at that time...some must have been censored or totally banned at that time but our leadership does not have
such intellectual vision to foresee the events in national interests instead they are concerned about their commision........only
god can give us light !

bobbysing

submitted on 09 February 2012

You are vey much right in saying so Rahul if thought over by that angle.
But since every development brings along some negatives too...... therefore we should try to stress on the positives and make
the best out of it.
However no doubt we have faced the negative consequences a liytle more from the positives.
Anyway thanks for writing in and Keep Visiting.
HIS BLESSINGS

sangamesh

submitted on 07 February 2012

Hey,
No body mentioned about "nupur" i suppose hema malini starred that, and there was a serial on drugs cant get the name, any
body could recall please.
nice blog, Thanks for the nostalgia.

bobbysing

submitted on 09 February 2012

Thanks Sangamesh for your contribution in the article.
Keep Visiting and Writing In.
HIS BLESSINGS

Varsha
Joyprakash

submitted on 15 February 2012

Hi bobby,,
I remember one more serial which used to be aired on alternate thursday night.....Dusra Kewal.....the title role was played by
Shahrukh khan....also Dil dariya on sunday morning featuring shahrukh....n there was Inkaar which told about drugs n
youth.....one more i ll add....Mitti ke Rang....which had short stories in every episode,,,,gone are those days!!!!

bobbysing

submitted on 15 February 2012

Hi Varsha,
Thanks for visiting and writing in, mentioning your favourite serials of those good times
and yes it was surely a good time we all used to spent in front of our B/W (may be colour) TV Sets.
HIS BLESSINGS

Ravi
Formerly broadcast by DD National (Language: Hindi)
A Tryst With The People Of India
Aarohan
Aahuti
Aa Bail Mujhe Maar
Aaina[disambiguation needed ]
Aakhiri Dao
Aamne Saamne
Aap Beeti
Abhimaan
Adalat
Ados Pados
Afsane
Agneepath
Agni
Air Hostess
Ajnabi

submitted on 15 February 2012

Aisa Bhi Hota Hai
Albeli
Akbar the Great
Alif Laila
All the Best
Alpha Plus
Amir Khusro
Amravati Ki Kathaayen
Anandi Gopal
Anjali
Ank Ajube
Ankein
Antaraal
Aparajita
Apna Apna Aasman
Appu Aur Pappu
Aryamaan
Asish
Aur Bhi Gham Hain Zamane Mein
Aurat
Baaton Baaton Mein
Baazigar
Babaji Ka Bioscope
Bahadur Shah Zafar
Baigan Raja
Banegi Apni Baat
Bante Bigadte
Barbapapa
Barrister Vinod
Basera
Bharat Ek Khoj - Discovery Of India (Hindi | English)()
Bhootnath
Bible Ki Kahaniyan
Bikhri Aas Nikhri Preet
Bioscope
Boolbul Bagh
Brahmaand
Buniyaad
Byomkesh Bakshi
Captain Vyom
Chakravyuha
Chamatkar
Chamatkari Telephone
Chanakya
Chandramukhi
Chandrakanta
Chapte Chapte
Charitraheen
Chauraha
Chayageet
Chekhov Ki Duniya
Chhoti Badi Baatein
Chhutti Chhutti
Chitrahaar
Chulo Aasmaan
Chunauti
Chunni
Circus
Cricket with Mohinder Amarnath
Daane Anaar Ke
Dada Dadi Ki Kahaniyaan
Dadi Ki Kahania Saptahiki
Dard
Darpan
Dayasagar
Deewar
Dekh Bhai Dekh
Dekho Magar Pyar Se
Deviji
Dharti Naache Amber Gaaye
Dil Dariya
Disney Hour
Doosra Keval
Duniya Gazab Ki
Dushman
Ehsaas

Ek Din Achanak
Ek Do Teen Char
Ek Ghar Aas Paas
Ek Kahani
Ek Se Badhkar Ek
Ek Tha Rusty
Ekai Dahai Saikda
Ekas Ke Hum Barik
Samudra ka Baadshah Emperor of the sea
Farmaan
Farz
Faster Fene
Fatichar
Fauji
Fhir Wahi Talaash
Flop Show
Ghar ka chirag
Ganadevta
Gaurav
Gayab Aaya
Ghar
Ghar ka Chirag (The Jewel in the Palace -Korean TV Series) Dae_Jang_Geum
Ghutan
Gopichand Jasoos
Guchhae
Gul Gulshan Gulfaam
Guldasta
Guniram

Haddi Raja
Hakke Bakke
Hamari Bahu Tulsi
Happy Home
Hari Mirchi Lal Mirchi
Heera Panna
Hello Zindagi
Himalay Darshan
Himalaya Ki Goud Mein
Honee Anhonee
How's That! (With Mohinder Amarnath)
Hum Honge Kaamyab - T.V.Series for Young Scientist
Hum Hindustani
Hum Log
Hum Pancchi Ek Daal Ke
Humrahi
Idhar Udhar
Imtihaan
Indradhanush
Inkaar
Insaaf
Intajaar
Intezaar Aur Sahi
Isi Bahaane
Itihaas
Jai Ganga Maiya
Jai Hanumaan (1998)
Jaanki Jasoos
Janbaaz
Jungle Book (English | Hindi)
Jantar Mantar
Jhingur Pehalwan
Ji Mantriji
Jo Kahunga Sach Kahunga
Jo Jeeta Wohi Sikander
Jugalbandhi
Junior G
Junoon
Kaaun
Kab Kyon Kaise
Kab Kyun Aur Kahan
Kab Tak Pukaroon
Kabhi Saas Kabhi Bahu
Kabhi Yeh Kabhi Woh
Kacchi Dhoop

Kadva Sach
Kahan Gaye Woh Log
Kahani Dharti Ki
Kahani Saat Pheron Ki
Kahkashan
Kakaji Kahin
Kala Paani
Kalerein
Kanoon
Karamati
Karamchand
Karan the Detective
Karma - Mayavi Nagari
Karwa Sach
Kasamm
Kashish
Kabhi Sautan Kabhi Saheli
Kashmakash Zindagi Ki
Katha Sagar
Katha Sarita
Kayaamat
Kayar
Kehar
Khali Haath
Khandaan
Khel Khel Mein
Kile Ka Rahasya
Kirdaar
Kisi Ki Nazarr Na Lage
Kissa Shanti Ka
Kkaanch
Krazzy Kiya Re
Krishi Darshan
Kshitij Yeh Nahin
Kuch Khona Hai Kuch Paana Hai
Kuch Khoya Kuch Paya
Kuch Reh Jeewiyal Pall
Kudrat
Kunti
Kya Banoge Munna
Kyun Apne Huye Paraye
Lahun Ke Phool
Lekhu
Lifeline
Lohit Kinare
Lok Lok Ki Baatein
London Ki Ek Raat
Luv Kush
Mahabharat
Mahanagar
Main Dilli Hoon
Maan
Main Tulsi Tere Aangan Ki
Malgudi Days
Mamaji
Manoranjan
Manzil Apni Apni
Mashaal
Mashahoor Mahal
MatheMagic
Meethi Meethi Batein
Meher
Mere Humdum Mere Ghost
Meri Awaaz Suno
Mirza Ghalib
Mitti Ke Rang
Morning Transmission
Mr. Ya Mrs.
Mr. Yogi
Mrignayani
Mrityunjay
Mujrim Haazir
Mulla Naseeruddin
Mungeri Ke Bhai Naurangi
Mungerilal Ke Haseen Sapne
Nai Drishti Nai Raah

Nathkat Narad
National Programme of Dance

National Programme of Music
Naya Nukkad
Neem Ka Ped
Neev
Nehle Pe Dehla
Nirmala
Nukkad
Nupur
Om Namah Shivay (1996)
Pachpan Khambe Lal Deewarein
Palash Ke Phool
Panch Tantra Ki Kathayen
Panchhi
Pankhon Se Panjon Tak
Parakh
Param Vir Chakra
Paying Guest
PC 1008
PC Aur Mausi
Pehchaan
Phir Wahi Talaash
Phool Khile Hain Gulshan Gulshan
Phulwanti
Police File Se
Potli Baba Ki
Prahari
Prashan Manch
Professor Vasan
Pumpkin Patch
Puraskar
Purab Aur Paschim
Quiz Time
Raag Darbari
Raaz...Ki Ek Baatt
Raghukul Reet Sada Chali Aayi
Raja Aur Rancho
Raja Ka Baja
Rajni
Raju Aur Udaantashtari
Rakshak
Ramayan
Rangarang
Rangoli
Reporter
Saanjha Chulha
Sab Ka Maalik Ek Hai
Safarnama
Sahasraphan
Samundar
Sangharsh
Sansaar
Sansmaran by director T S Nagabharana
Saptahiki
Sauda
School Days
Sea Hawks
Shaktimaan
Shanti
Sharab
Show Theme
Shri Krishna
Shrikant
Shrimaan Shrimati
Sinbad the Sailor
Singhasan Battisi
Sohni Mahiwal
Space City Sigma (1986)
Stone Boy
Stree... Teri Kahani
Subah
Subah Savere

Sukanya
Suno Re Kissa
Super Six
Superhit Muqabla
Suraag - The Clue
Surabhi
Swabhimaan
Swaraj
Swati
Taana Baana
Talaash
Tamas
Tarang
Tehkikaat
Tehreer...Munshi Premchand Ki
Tenali Raman
Terah Panne
The Flying Sikh
The Great Maratha
The Sword of Tipu Sultan
That's Cricket (With Ravi Shastri)
Thoda Sa Aasman
Trishna
Turning Point
Twelve Months
Udaan (1990-1991)
Ulta Pulta
Upanyaas
Upasana
Uttar Ramayan
Ved Vyas ke Pote
Vijay
Vikram Aur Betaal
Vilayti Baaboo
Virasat
Vishwa Darshan
Vishwamitra
Wagle Ki Duniya
Wah Janaab
Waqt
Waqt Ki Raftar
What's The Good Word
Wild Adventures: Ballooning with Bedi Brothers
Woh Hue Naa Hamaare
Yatra
Yeh Duniyan Gazab Ki
Yeh Jo Hai Zindagi
Yeh To Hona Hi Tha
Yug
Yugantar
Zamana Badal Gaya
Zameen Aasmaan
Zigma
Zabaan Sambhalke

bobbysing

submitted on 15 February 2012

Dear Ravi,
The article here is to remember all those loverly serials which left an impression on us with their content, QUALITY wise and
not QUANTITY wise.
And here at BTC we are more into sharing our personal choices and not really into Copy-Pasting content from any site (Wikipedia in this case).
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_programs_broadcast_by_DD_National
So I would appreciate if you can share a few words of your own about any of your personal choice with all of us here, instead of
a long list please.
I hope I was able to explain myself humbly.
Cheers!
HIS BLESSINGS

vineet sharma

submitted on 17 February 2012

Sir please mail me the link of emperor of the sea and jewel in the palace. dubbed in hindi so i can download their full

series.............these dramas are awesome............sir i request you to favor me.......
I will be highly grateful to you.....

bobbysing

submitted on 17 February 2012

Hi Vineet,
Thanks for writing in but unfortunately at present I dont have any info about these serials availability over the net. But I will
surely let you know as soon as I get any link related to them.
Till then Keep Visiting,
Cheers!
HIS BLESSINGS

Deepak

submitted on 18 February 2012

I want to run my serial on DD1...can anybody help me ??
call me 09468063986
Only serious people call me

Nikhil Nanda

submitted on 23 February 2012

U forgot Indradhanush, Space city sigma, Dil dariya, Gul Gulshan Gulfam, Rangoli.
Farmaan was a serial in 90's which had Deepika Despande in lead.

bobbysing

submitted on 25 February 2012

Thanks for writing in Nikhil and Keep Visiting.
Cheers!

sandeep

submitted on 24 February 2012

This is a great collection and makes one feel nostalgic.
I remember one particular serial where this very young girl marries a much much older man who has children older than her.
The title song was very moving and i have been desperate to know the song or the title of the serial. It was in the 80's if i
remember right.
Can anyone help me out here?
Regards,
Sandeep

bobbysing

submitted on 25 February 2012

It indeed makes one feel nostalgic Sandeep.
However I dont remember the serial you mentioned. Let see if any friend responds to that.
Thanks for writing in and Keep Visiting.
Cheers!

anup
shirodkar

submitted on 25 February 2012

I want to add one more serial Neev .
Thanks
Anup Shirodkar

bobbysing

submitted on 25 February 2012

Thanks for your addition Anup.
Keep Visiting.
HIS BLESSINGS

keerthana

submitted on 26 February 2012

what are the real name of actors in airhostess? pls answer me. I think male lead is shaleen banot. is it right? but i dont know
female lead name?

keerthana

submitted on 26 February 2012

i mean mujhe hai banna airhostess actors names.. it was aired in 2003 or 2004

bobbysing

submitted on 26 February 2012

Hi Keerthana,
Thanks for writing in, but the serial AIR HOSTESS came way back post the mid eighties and the lead heroine of the serial was
KITTU GIDWANI who recently was seen in Madhur Bhandarkar's FASHION.
Cheers!
HIS BLESSINGS

chitra

submitted on 26 February 2012

Dear Bobbysing,
Thanks for bringing back those memories. I really loved Trishna, my first introduction to Jane Austen. DD did a wonderful job
indianising it and I was hooked at such a young age:)

bobbysing

submitted on 29 February 2012

Hi Chitra,
The pleasure is all mine and thanks for sharing your memories too.
Keep Visiting as I hope you would love reading more here at Bobby Talks Cinema.com
Cheers!
HIS BLESSINGS

Nikhil Nanda

submitted on 28 February 2012

Am not sure but i believe samundar, Kismat, and mashal, Mulla nasirudin mitti ke rang, one more serial in which ashok kumar
acted and the writer of the serial was Dr reza and the puppet shows by Kamini Kaushal where also telecasted during the end of
80's.
and guys are we forgetting the evergreen song "mile sur mera tumhara".

bobbysing

submitted on 29 February 2012

Hi Nikhil,
Actually we are here not making a complete list here of every serial aired at that time. The list is of some of those chosen ones
which were hugely popular at that time.
However if you wish to read then one of our friends has posted the long list of all the serials in one of the comments only, so do
take a look if you wish.
Thanks for writing in and Keep Visiting.
HIS BLESSINGS

Akshay

submitted on 01 March 2012

I so wish to watch the seriel "Farmaan" again, it is based on the novel Alampanah by Rafia Manzoorul Ameen starring
Kanwaljeet Singh and Deepika Deshpande.
Hope someone finds it again :)

bobbysing
Thanks Akshay for you comment.
Lets see if somene can find it.
Cheers!

submitted on 18 March 2012

DDmemory

submitted on 01 March 2012

Hi all
DD use to telecast few English Shows like StarTrek, Lucy Show etc... though as a Child never could undesrtand the complete
sentence but still watched every show .... LOL those were the days!!!

bobbysing

submitted on 18 March 2012

Sure...those were the days......but these days are equally good and each time span has its own importance too.
Cheers!

smarajit

submitted on 02 March 2012

hii .. i think there is a serial called Isi Bahane on door darshan, starring anju mahnedroo and directed by his then husband. lead
actor is mazhar khan. wher can i get these serials dvd or cd in bhubnaeswar.

bobbysing

submitted on 18 March 2012

Hi Smarajit,
It has not yet released in Home Video yet but would sure let you know if its there in future.
Cheers!

Dr.Sreekala

submitted on 10 March 2012

Sir.
i remember watching a serial when i was a kid...a story happening in china ..a family hiding a girl child..becoz of the rule not to
have more than one child ..her survival....somewat like that..can u plz say the name of that serial.

bobbysing

submitted on 18 March 2012

Hi Dr. Sreekala,
Thanks for writing in and lets see if any friend comes up with the name of the serial as I myself cannot recall it.
But it sure sounds very interesting and I would love to watch it again.
HIS BLESSINGS

Ravender
kumar yahoo

submitted on 18 March 2012

Hi sir,
Amravati Ki Kathaayen and bharat ek khoj my fav. serials. kya aap doordarshan walo ko koi request bhej saktey hai ki wo ye
serial dubara se telecast kar de. ya to dd national pe ya dd bharti pe. i will be very thankfull if ye can helpme.
ho sake to dd wale 1990's ke most fav. serial retelecast kar de to bohat badhiya rahega. kyoki unserials se humein kafi kuch
acha sikhne ka or apne bachpan mein wapas jane ka moka milega.
Thanks.
Ravender kumar

bobbysing

submitted on 02 April 2012

Hi Ravender Kumar,
I am not sure for the first one, but Bharat Ek Khoj was just recently aired on LOK SABHA Channel and might be on at present
also.
So do chek that channel as they keep on repeating old serials there.
Thanks for writing in and Keep Visiting,
HIS BLESSINGS

Mukesh K

submitted on 21 March 2012

Though I've not gone through all the posts, based on Bobby's original list her are few more names I can think of:
Palaash
Basera
Nanhe Faristey

Khandaan
Intezaar
I used to regularly watch these serials...

bobbysing

submitted on 02 April 2012

Thanks a lot Mukes K for visiting and contributing your own favorites in the list.
HIS BLESSINGS

Shashi Kanth

submitted on 24 March 2012

Cricket serial "Body line"

bobbysing

submitted on 02 April 2012

Thanks Shashi Kanth for reminding another Good serial but as far as i remember this was in English.
Cheers!

Pankaj
Agarwal

submitted on 26 March 2012

Hi,
There was a serial "Phoolwanti" or "Phulwanti" starring Arun Govil & Archana Joglekar. I liked that series very much & wish if I
could watch it again & again...
Can some one please tell me if I can get the DVD or can download it from somewhere.
Many Thanks

bobbysing

submitted on 02 April 2012

Hi Pankaj,
These have not been released on DVD probably due to their limited mass appeal.
But may be some friend here can share a link....Lets See!
Cheers!

amit tanwar

submitted on 27 March 2012

Hi,
This website seems to be useful. At the same time I don't think I can get what I am looking for. I searches all the blogs and
could not find these one except Byomkesh bakshi.
Please if any of these can be available just let me know. amit.tanwar1981@gmail.com
- Peecha karo
- Kamal hai kamal
- Chachi

bobbysing

submitted on 02 April 2012

Thanks Amit Tanwar for visiting and apprecitating the sincere effort being made here.
However I dont have any info about these serials right now but lets see if any member can provide us something on them in
reply to your comment.
(But all the three names mentioned by you did remind of the movies made with the similar titles)
HIS BLESSINGS

Amol

submitted on 30 March 2012

I remember palash ke phool ,danger bay, rangoli, and dus kadam...with a funny but cute sardar..havent read the above
posts..perhaps these serials might have been included before. but nevertheless adding.

Bobbysing

submitted on 02 April 2012

Thanks for your kind additions Amol and Do Keep Visiting for more!
HIS BLESSINGS

Vipin

submitted on 03 April 2012

I love song Tera Mera Manwa kaise from Serial Phulwanti starring Archana Joglekar. How can I get that song
I loved those Serials from DD.

bobbysing

submitted on 04 April 2012

Hi Vipin,
Though I dont have any info on this but may be any visitor here can reply with some news on the same.
Thanks for visiting and writing in.
Cheers!

Nauzad

submitted on 03 April 2012

I remember watching Aa Bail Mujhe Maar every afternoon though i dont remember the story anymore but the fact that we all
used to sit together and enjoyed the serial is imprinted. I enjoyed Bomkesh babu, Tenali Rama. Nukkad (I saw all the episodes
again when it got telecast-ed after few years), Malgudi days, Potliwale baba were few more serials which i still prefer over the
current ones.
Regards

bobbysing

submitted on 04 April 2012

Thanks a lot Nauzad for sharing your fond memories.
Keep Visiting as there is lot more to read here which may interest you.
HIS BLESSINGS

soul.liberty1

submitted on 11 April 2012

Hi Bobbysing,
There was a serial on DD1 in late 90's I think, where Kanwaljit Singh played a rich politician, whose spoilt son seduces and
elopes with an illetrate village girl. A fierce policeman's role, played by Govid Namdeo (not sure abt this) etc.. Does anyone
remember the serial name and/or rest of the cast??
My question is a bit out of thr context of ur topic. But since you have a good info on DDs serials, so I asked. Pls reply.

bobbysing

submitted on 11 April 2012

Hi Soul Liberty,
Thanks for visiting and writing in.
I really dont recall any such character done by Kanwaljit but in the late 90s there were two serials in which he was in the Key
role and they were "ANDAZ" and SAANS".
But may be any friend here can give us more information on this.
Cheers!

MOHAMMED SALAHUDDIN
Sir,
I would like to ask u about my most favorite serial on doordarshan
1-1234
2-Giant Robot
3-Appu aur pappu ki dekho yari

submitted on 14 April 2012

bobbysing

submitted on 19 April 2012

Hi MOHAMMED SALAHUDDIN,
AT present these serials are not available at HOME VIDEO or at NET as per my info but may be any reader friend here reply
with some info it.
Keep Visiting for more!
Cheers!

Satya

submitted on 14 April 2012

Hi,
There was a serial called Guniram which had Rakesh Bedi in the main lead. Not sure if it was telecasted before 1991 but it was
really one of my fav.
One more movie based serial Show Theme . It was for 20 mins but was very interesting one.
I also liked Surag but I think it was post 1991.
There was one more serial SEA Hawks which had R madhvan , Anoop Soni etc.

Ponchon

submitted on 15 April 2012

Hi Bobbysing,
Great blog. Thanks for the treasure trove of information.Came to this site searching for the name of 2 old DD serials. Maybe its
already listed here but cannot be certain. I will be very thankful if you could remind me the names.
(1) This was a hindi adaptation of Bengali novel "Sei Somoy" by Sunil Gangopadhay. One of the characters is the anglophile
poet "Michael Madhusudhan Dutt", played by a very young "Rajit Kapoor" ( The same guy who later was cast as Byomkesh
Bakshi" ). Also there was a character "Nabin Sen" who dies in the end of a dog bite. The serial was a histiorical potrayal of the
time of Bengali Renaissance of the late 19th century.
(2) The second serial - This was a story where a fierce competion happens between a courtesan and a music critic in the court
of a king (possibly maratha king, not sure ) I think the music critic was played by Girish Karnad. I remember there was an
episode where he meticulously points our some mistakes in the dance steps of the courtesan, who I think later becomes his
'shishya'.
Thanks and best wishes.
Ponchon

bobbysing

submitted on 19 April 2012

Hi Ponchon,
Thanks for writing in with a informative comment.
However I dont remember these serials frankly as it seems that I might have missed watching them.
But I will surely try to find some info and may be any friend here also replies back with the names.
Keep Visiting and writing in.
HIS BLESSINGS

nikhil

submitted on 22 April 2012

i am trying to find a movie which was made in 1984-1985 and was aired on DOORDARSHAN during that era .
the name of the movie is SIRF CHAR DIN
can anyone help me ???

bobbysing
Hi Nikhil,

submitted on 22 April 2012

I think this was a film made for Doordarshan only by B. P.Singh who is currently making C.I.D. serial for Sony TV.
In the late 80s he also made Ek Shunya Shunya serial for Doordarshan too.
But since this was made and aired on Doordarshan so it can be fetched from there only or when they themselves release its
DVD someday.
In another case you can only see it if it is telecast again and a fan records it and posts it on net.
So we can only hope till then.
Cheers!

Satish

submitted on 26 April 2012

Hi
Can anyone remember that in the past (1990s) DD had started showing movies in two parts, on successive weekends. I was
trying to remember the day and the timing of the movie.
Please help me to recall the timings, its important.
Thank you all

bobbysing

submitted on 27 April 2012

Hi Satish,
As far as I can remember it was in the mid 80s but cant recall the exact year and date.
Lets see if any friend here can recall that.!
Thanks for visiting and writing in.
Cheers!

Neelam

submitted on 27 April 2012

Hi,
Thnx for a platform to share these things with.
I remember KISSA SHANTI KA - Archana Joglekar as a very enjoyable one.
cant recall name of a serial which starred Rupa Ganguli, based on village life. Katha Sagar and Udaan are still fresh in my
mind.

bobbysing

submitted on 28 April 2012

Thanks Neelam to you too for visiting here and discussing with all like minded friends remembering those good old days.
The good news is that now both 'Katha Saagar' and 'Udaan' are available on Home Video too.
So Keep Visiting and writing in as there is a lot more at the site which you would love reading.
HIS BLESSINGS

rashmi India

submitted on 27 April 2012

Dear Bobby Sir
I want to thank you for opening this forum . Do you recall TV serial Farmaan based on famous urdu novel "Alampanah" by Rafia
Amin starring very handsome Kawaljeet as Azaar Nawaab and new dame Deepika Deshpande who is now Deepika Amin. It
was about this young orphan girl who goes to Hyderabad for job in a Nawaab's Haveli. She rans into a pervert who miss
behaves with her at a wedding and finds that her worst nightmare has come true as that guy is Nawaab himself. Admist fear of
lossing her job she continue in haveli and discover awazar Nawaab as man of her dreams....
It started with a beautiful track"HAR DIL KO SUNATE HEIN FARMAAN MOHABBAT KA". WILL YOU KINDLY HELP ME
FINDING OUT THIS SERIES. as it is the most beautiful love story ever created

bobbysing

submitted on 28 April 2012

Hi Rashmi,
Its great to have you here as a lover of all those fabulous serials which are now more like a part of our life associated with some
great phases in those years.
And here is the good news for you which might make your day.
Serail FARMAAN has now been posted at You Tube by a fan and you can watch some of its episodes again.
Here is the link for its first episode along with the title song :
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tmuKNpF7Ge0
And when you will reach this page, more episodes of the same will appear in the right coloumn.

So just go there and CHERISH!
Cheers for this find and the person who uploaded it.....with HIS BLESSINGS

Ponchon

submitted on 28 April 2012

Hi Bobbysing,
I wrote earlier 2 weeks back ( 15th April entry ) to ask for the names of two old DD serials. I have now identified the first one,
which was the adaptation of the bengali novel "sei somoy" and would like to share it here, in case anyone remembers seeing it.
The serial was called "Yugantar". It was very tough to trace this because the filmography of Rajit kapoor listed on ImDB as well
as wikipedia don't mention this role at the start of his career. However after a lot of googling I came across one single reference
in an interview. (link posted below, search for "Yugantar")
http://wwa.asianage.com/life-and-style/%E2%80%98i-turn-down-mindless-offers-which-lack-challenge-pushboundaries%E2%80%99-747
Maybe now you remember about this ? I hope its available to buy on video, or someone uploads this serial on youtube. It would
be great as the serial I remember was considered quite a classic in those days.
Thanks and Warmest regards,
Ponchon
P.S : Trying hard to trace the other one iwth Girish Karnad, will let you know if I succeed.

bobbysing

submitted on 30 April 2012

Hi Ponchon,
Really great to see your effort and it would really benefit many like minded friends looking for any info on the old serials.
Do keep us posted and be in touch.
Cheers!

anupam

submitted on 30 April 2012

subah serial kaha hai

bobbysing

submitted on 30 April 2012

Dear Anupam,
Please chek the article again as SUBAH is right there in the list.
Thanks

anurag upadhyay anuragmit20@gmail.com

submitted on 01 May 2012

tarram to my fav serial have any body any part of this

Rohinton Mody

submitted on 03 May 2012

Hi, there,
The list of programmes taken from Wikipedia has a little mistake which you seem to have copied. The programme WHAT'S
THE GOOD WORD was an English programme and not a Hindi programme as currently listed. Furthermore, for those who
don't know, the programme was devised by the late Adi Marzban for Doordarshan and contrary to popular belief and claims, not
by Sabira Merchant. She was the show host, and not even the first one. There were at least four others before her, including
the late Partap Sharma and Dolly Thakore. Just thought I should set the record straight, because I am sick of seeing Adi
Marzban not get the credit for what was probably the longest running game show on Doordarshan.
PS. I know because I too was the show's host before Sabira. And for several shows at that.

bobbysing
Dear Rohinton Mody,

submitted on 03 May 2012

First of all it seems you that you are completely new to my site otherwise you would not have used the word COPY here.
Cause this is nothing taken/copied from somewhere as I dont follow the new generations Facebok Copy-Paste trend here.
Secondly you seem to be too hurry in writing your comment as the list you are referring to has been posted by a friend here
with the name RAVI in his personal comment below the actual post which is all copied from Wikipedia. And in response to his
comment I have duly informed him about his act.
Thirdly if you might have read my actual post then that is only about HINDI serials before 1990 and I havent talked about any
English Serials here.
So next time please read the post carefully by spending some time on it and avoid writng comments in a hurry please.
It was nice to have you here and keep visiting.
Cheers!

prakasha95@gmail.com

submitted on 04 May 2012

Dear Sir,
I saw a movie in Doordarshan much before. please give me the name of the movie and language which a girl make herself a
tree. it is my heart touch movie. I want to see again i think it's regional movie.
Please sir give me fast reply for above matter

bobbysing

submitted on 06 May 2012

Thanks Prakash for your comment but unfortunately I cant recall the serial you have mentioned.
Lets see if any friend here can come up with some info about the same.
Keep Visiting.
Cheers!
HIS BLESSINGS

RASHMI DELHI

submitted on 14 May 2012

Dear Bobby Sir
I would like to know if in your knowledge Is there anyway we can get copies of all old serials from Doordarshan mandi house as
i am sure they must have kept originals with them. Some serials have been released by different companies like Shemaroo but
I am sure if Serials like Farmaan, Aa Bail Mujhe Maar , Darpaan , Ajnabi are released they will definately sell like Hot Cakes.
Do you have any plans to buy there copyrights and sell them count me as one of your first customers.
Regards
Rashmi

bobbysing

submitted on 16 May 2012

Dear Rashmi,
Doordarshan is a Govt. Organisation and it has its own pace and methods of operations which are not based on the normal
business strategies like other Home Video companies. So we are helpless in this and can only wait for what they would like to
release and when.
However another hard truth about the serials is that they should have wider audience and should also have some resale value
of their own in them. So many favourite serials of we all may not be good from the Sale point of view in the market. Hence you
will have to rely more on the fan uploads on youtube only from time to time. Like recently FARMAAN serial has been uploaded
by a fan at youtube.
Regarding the copyrights, I am not the right person to buy them but lets hope that all good serials do come out on Home Video
in the near future.
BTW currently Doordarshan stuff is being sold by a company called "MYSTICA MUSIC" operating from Delhi.
So you can also chek there too at the following link:
http://www.mysticamusic.com/classical-hindustani-documentary-traditional-music.php
Cheers!
HIS BLESSINGS

Sheik Adam

submitted on 03 June 2012

Hello Mr. Bobby,
Thanks for keeping us remember those old and gold days. I was going thru all the database and i found that one serial named "
Buniyaad" was left out. As my hobby is sharing, i request you to give me the details of such old serials so that we can share
with our fellow viewers. Thanks a lot for all your efforts.

bobbysing

submitted on 03 June 2012

Hi Sheik Adam,
Thanks for writing in and I would be sure posting whenever an old serial gets released on the home video.
However whereas BUNIYAAD is concerned, it is not missed at its right there at no.4 in the list.
Thanks and Keep Visiting.
HIS BLESSINGS

Dr. Tapan

submitted on 03 June 2012

@Dr.Sreekala
Probably The Name Of The Serial Was 'OSHIN'

Jayesh Bhuriya

submitted on 06 June 2012

Hi Bobbysing,
Thanks for this blog and in my mind always remembered serial callled "Hum Panchi Ek Daal Ke " which was sponserd by
Nestle ,during 1988-1989 and charactres played by Radha seth, Winni paranjpe, Ashish Vidhyathi and other children and after
that " Kiley ka rahsay " in which Piyush Mishra was main culprit.

bobbysing

submitted on 06 June 2012

Thanks for visiting and writing in Jayesh!
I hope your would love reading other articles at the site too.
Cheers!

Majid

submitted on 06 June 2012

Hi Bobby,
U forgot many names :
1) Khaali Haat
2) Mr. Yogi
3) Lekhu
4) Faster fene
5) Gayab
6) Rajani

bobbysing

submitted on 06 June 2012

Hi Majid,
Thanks for visiting and writing in.
However I would like to inform that it seems that you just read the post in a hurry as both MR. YOGI and RAJNI are right there
in the list.
Plus the post here is not about every serial which came in that period, but only the major ones which still are remembered by
all.
If you wish to read the names of all other then they are listed in the Wikipedia page of Doordarshan Serials in big numbers.
Thanks once again and Keep Visiting.
HIS BLESSINGS

shikha J

submitted on 12 June 2012

Hi,
Thanks for this informative blog. The discussion has been very animated. I was wondering if you would know when
Doordarshan started telecasting Chitrahaar. Even a rough estimat would be helpful.

Thanks
Shikha

bobbysing

submitted on 14 June 2012

Hi Shikha,
Thanks for visiting and writing in.
However regarding Chitrahaar, I dont know the exact year but I do remember watching it in 1980 as I can remember but cannot
recall before than that.
Cheers!

parminder singh

submitted on 15 June 2012

Ajnabi-----Denny denzograpaa.

bobbysing

submitted on 16 June 2012

Hi Parminder,
As far as I can remember Ajnabi was a serial of the 90s may be 1993. But here we are talking about the serials before the
cable revolution came in India in 1991.
Still thanks for your comment and Keep Visiting.
HIS BLESSINGS

ASA

submitted on 16 June 2012

There was a serial Stone Boy(I think the name was) used to come on Sunday Morning.Then there was spider cartoon in the
evening Sundays or Saturdays. Panchatantra on Sundays. Giant Robot,The Sword of Tipu Sultan, PC1008(something like this,
I dont quite remember but I think it was in Marathi). My Little Pony Sundays morning ,Street Hawk, then there used to be some
cartoon not Indian about Puppets.Potli baba ki...Man I can sit the whole to recall those days. Cool Bobby Sing you actually did
made me go back to my school days. I recently turned 30. I want to go back..........

roohani

submitted on 17 June 2012

i wanna knw abt a 90's serial,i forgot d name but i remember that it was a childrn's show,singer shaan played a small role in
it..did actor SHIV PANDIT (he came in movie shaitaan n SAB TV's serial FIR) play a teenager's role in that serial?
there were 4-5 kids in that serial,evening time slot tha i thnk.. plz do reply..

bobbysing

submitted on 19 June 2012

Hi Roohani,
Thanks for visiting and writing in but I think one would need some more info to recall the name. There was one serial recently (
a few years back) called Hip Hip Hurray and more too.....So I am not sure.......But lets see if any other friend here can recall the
exact name.
Cheers!

Yogesh Patwardhan

submitted on 19 June 2012

Hi,
I am unable to recollect a serail name on doordarshan...and I dont have any clue but can only recollect that it was a romantic
serial based on a rich girl & a poor boy love story. Also I cant remember the actors...only one actress I can recollect was
"Neelima Azeem" who played role of friend of that rich girl.
Can you please help me to recollect name of this perticular serial or any other link on internet where I can find doordarshan
seral names?
Awaiting for your response!
Thanks!

bobbysing
Hi Yogesh,
It would be difficult to name the serial with only this information.
But may be any friendly reader can recall it.....So lets wait for any response with a name.
Thanks for writing in and Keep Visiting!
HIS BLESSINGS

submitted on 19 June 2012

Yogesh

submitted on 19 June 2012

Hey Bobby,
I searched a lot on net & got the name of that serial...it was "Phir Wahi Talash".
Anyways... thanks a lot for reply.
I wish you every success for your future & great work you are doing!
Yogesh

bobbysing

submitted on 19 June 2012

Great find Yogesh and this info would also help other interested friends too..
Cheers!

Avinash

submitted on 23 June 2012

Hi Roohani,
I guess the serial you are looking for is 'Ek do teen char' a story of 4-5 kids. And i remember it used to be cast on Sunday
evening or late afternoon as you call it.
Cheers

Avinash

submitted on 23 June 2012

Hi Bobby,
This is an excellent blog. Its really a treasure trove and am sure all those who grew up watching DD would enjoy reading this.
@ Poncho - Pls pls find the second serial of girish karnad which you were mentioning. I remeber watching it and loved it a lot.
Thanks,
Avinash

bobbysing

submitted on 26 June 2012

Thanks Avinash for your comment with the name our friend Roohani was looking for.
I hope you would find a lot more worth reading content on this site as per your preferences.
So keep visiting and writing in.
Cheers!
HIS BLESSINGS

Ms Rubina Asif Ansari www.indianetms.com

submitted on 27 June 2012

You didnt post the serial Sahil, Waqt, Baba Cartoon

bobbysing

submitted on 03 July 2012

Thanks Ms Rubina for your comment.
But here my aim of the post was not writing name of just all the serials before 1991.
For that you can visit the Wikipedia page of Doordarshan Serials.
Here I was mostly concerned about those which were immensely popular and which are still demanded on Home Video
(DVDs).
Still thanks for writing in and Keep Visiting.
Cheers!

anoop.p.a

submitted on 28 June 2012

Dear Bobby,
I really congratulate and thank you. Hats off.
Indeed these serials, we have waited hours to see. Reminds of lot of time that was well spent on quality entertainment and with
family.
Today's kids have definitely missed these.
I have some names to offer which is not in these list.
Ek do theen char , with the title song ek do theen char, hum sare must ke chor....
Reporter, story of a reporter.

Tehkikaat, Investigative stories.
Thank you once again.

bobbysing

submitted on 03 July 2012

Hi Anoop,
Thanks a lot for your loving comment and yes even reading the names of these serials reminds us a lot about those good
times.
Regarding the names mentioned I am certainly adding "Ek Do Teen Chaar" in the list.
But actually since I have here taken only the hugely pouplar serials before 1990 only so the rest are not there.
Thanks for visiting and I hope you would love reading many more articles here too at the site.
HIS BLESSINGS

Mahesh

submitted on 29 June 2012

Dear Bobby,
How about these serials,
Barrister Vinod, Mr. & Mrs, Khaandan, Ados Pados, Apradhi Kaun, Palaash ke Phool, Appu aur Pappu

bobbysing

submitted on 03 July 2012

Thanks Mahesh for your comment and I am sure going to add a few popular serials out of the names mentioned.
Cheers!
HIS BLESSINGS

Harish

submitted on 29 June 2012

There was an English sci-fi serial featuring robots, futuristic weapons and aliens, which used to be aired after Chandrakantha
on Sundays. The serial didn't run long and was terminated abruptly. Do anybody remember its name...?

bobbysing

submitted on 03 July 2012

Hi Harish,
Thanks for your comment but though we are not discussing about any English Serial here, still lets see if any friend remembers
it.
Cheers!

Krishnakumar

submitted on 01 July 2012

Hi Bobby.
I remember few more serials, like TALASH featuring Alok nath, HONI ANHONI (horror), INDRADHNUSH, NEEM KA PED
featuring pankaj kapoor. GUNIRAM of Rakesh Bedi.
Thanks.

bobbysing

submitted on 03 July 2012

Thanks Krishna Kumar for your valuable comment and as required I have now edited the list after few recent comments with
some important mentions.
So Cheers for that!

Venky

submitted on 05 July 2012

Hello,
There r so many serials which r missed out by you like Apne Paraye, Bante bighadte, Waah Janaab, Chapte Chapte, Dhamaal,
Chunauti, Subhah, Ek Kahani, Darpan, Basanti, Aa bail mujhe Maar, Panchi, Hum Panchi Ek daal ke, Qile ka Rahasya, Kab
tak Pukaroon?, Safarnama, Babaji ka Bioscope, spiderman cartoon, Singhasan Chattisee, Lekhu,star trek, Sherlok holmes,
Famous Five,Giant Robot, and so many.

bobbysing

submitted on 05 July 2012

Thanks Venky for your comment.
But here my aim of the post was not writing names of just all the serials before 1991.
So If you wish to read all the names then for that you can visit the Wikipedia page of Doordarshan Serials.
Here I was mostly concerned about those which were immensely popular and which are now being demanded or being
released on Home Video (DVDs).
Still thanks for writing in and Keep Visiting.
Cheers!

RASHMI delhi

submitted on 06 July 2012

Dear Bobby sir
Mr Krishna kumar in his previous comment has mentioned about HONI ANHONI
I think it was one of the best a horror show ever made for tv ....definately way better than zee horror show n aahat etc ..i still
remember the episode starring krittika desai where she meet a guy at chritmas party and they walk back home the guy drop her
at her house and falls deeply in love with her ..next morning when he comes to visit her at her place is shocked to find that the
girl had died previous year in an accident on the same day at the very same place he left her the previous night.....excellent
direction.....is there anyway we can find this drama again

rashmi

bobbysing

submitted on 09 July 2012

Hi Rashmi,
You are very right in saying that HONI ANHONI was one of the best horror serials better than many of the recent ones. At
present I am not sure whether it is available online or at home video at the present. But it will surely be there online once it gets
re-telecast on Doordarshan some day in the future.
Thanks for writing in and Keep Visiting!
Cheers!

Kanishka Niyogi

submitted on 10 July 2012

Hi! A very nice write up indeed. Makes me feel so nostalgic! I would like to add 'Darpan' to your list. It was a collection of short
stories with the title music having been composed by Salil Chowdhury. Thanks for the memories pal. Those were the days of
waiting for just one episode until cable TV ruined all the fun.
Oh Yes, 'Satyajit Ray Presents' should also have been included with its title music being composed by none other but the
legend himself. But yes, you really brought back memories of my school days. Thanks a lot!

bobbysing

submitted on 12 July 2012

Hi Kanishka,
Thanks for visiting and writing in with your kind words.
Yes it does make you very nostalgic thinking about those times of eagely awaited episodes.
And sure I would love to add 'Darpan' in the list as I myself remember watching it with great interest.
However since these are only the Hindi serials listed here, therefore the post doesnt include 'Satyajit Ray Presents' which I also
didint get to watch due to regional barrier at that time. But I would love to see it today if you can give me a link or Home Video
source.
Do keep visiting as there is lot here which you might find interesting.
Cheers!
HIS BLESSINGS

Nitin

submitted on 21 July 2012

Hi,
Will anyone tell me the real name of Gaurav who played Junior G's role?
N Udaan is one of the memorable series on DD.. N Shanti also.. Some time I came in half from school for shanti...

Varun

submitted on 23 July 2012

Hi,
I don't remember the name of this serial but it was about a postman, who had hoarded all the letters and his grandson starts
delivering after postman's death. Each episode features a different story of the people whom the letter was addressed to earlier
and what happens after the letter is delivered.

It was a very good serial and but I've forgotten its name. Does anybody here can recall?
Cheers!
Varun
manoj flashcoder.orgfree.com

submitted on 28 July 2012

sindbaad jahazi (i still loved its title song dole re dole re dube na mera jhahaszi)

Please let me know if i can buy DVD of this show !!!!

bobbysing

submitted on 02 August 2012

Hi Manoj,
Though the serial is not yet available on Home Video/DVD but lets see if any friend has some more info on it.
Cheers!

Malvika
Jaswal malvikajaswal.wordpress.com

submitted on 09 August 2012

Lol, I was looking Sindbad Jahazi too! There's not even a tiny clip anywhere on the internet. Really loved that serial.

Malvika Jaswal

submitted on 10 August 2012

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t7Dl2ckwEHM is this the one???

Jayesh Bhuriya

submitted on 10 August 2012

All the episodes of old tv serial "Farmaan" played by kanwaljeet and Dipika Amin are available on youtube.

Suresh Gurav

submitted on 13 August 2012

I have searched the whole net for a movie, which I still remember in my mind a girl which use to become a tree & give fragrance
flower which she use to sell in market & one fine day a tree cutter came in jungle and cut down her brunches from her and later
while she was turning in girl she found that she could'nt be only her head was seen and rest of the body was a whole tree. Can
u please tell me which is this movie.

bobbysing

submitted on 18 August 2012

Hi Suresh Gurav,
Here is the good news.
I shared this on my FACEBOOK wall and within minutes found its name too.
Its called CHELUVI directed by Girsih Karnad.
and you can get more info about it at the following link.
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0231348/
Thanks to Prakash K Ray and Reema Borah at Facebook for this valuable information.
Cheers!
HIS BLESSINGS

speedbird

submitted on 13 August 2012

Hey u did not mention singhasan battisi. A good serial too.

bobbysing

submitted on 18 August 2012

Yeah, it was indeed a good one Speedbird and thanks for mentioning it.
Keep visiting. Cheers!

Andrela

submitted on 14 August 2012

Hi,
Can you please tell me the name of the child actress in "All the Best"
Thanks..

bobbysing

submitted on 18 August 2012

Hi Andreal,
Please specify which serial you are talking about as I dont remember any serial with this title before 1990.
HIS BLESSINGS

AP Singh

submitted on 15 August 2012

Hi,
I would like to mention the old science friction based serial called SPACE CITY SIGMA .I was very young at that time but still
remember about that. What the day that was !!! I think some one was asking about this serial in some post.One more serial I
like to mention here is POTLY BABA KI. It was one of my most loved serial at that time. Few more i like to mention here are
Intzar
Gayab AAya
Mahanagar ki Kahaniya
Shreekant - Very strange nobody mention this serial here.It was based on the novel of same name by Sharad Chandra n
starred Faruq Shekh in it.
Charitraheen
Buund Buund
Basera- This serial starred Mahmood in lead role
Their are few more I will mention in next post.

bobbysing

submitted on 18 August 2012

Thanks A P Singh for your contribution here and Keep Posting.
Cheers!

zehraa ymail.com

submitted on 18 August 2012

Hi
I liked dushman and shaktiman the most.Can I please get some link to these.?
I really want to watch them again..
one more HELLO INSPECTOR...it was also there..n a kids serial..on sundays...a song was there...jo darr gaya wo mar
gaya..can you please remind me the name..?

bobbysing

submitted on 19 August 2012

Hi Zehraa,
Thanks for your comment and I am sure, a reply would soon be posted here with some useful links by one of our like minded
friends.
Cheers!

kiran mahadev

submitted on 22 August 2012

Do any budy remember the private song which came on Doordarshan in 1995.
2 male and 1 female there are friends from child hood
1 male and female become workers and other guy is rich they have been to studies n become engineer after long time he come
to meet those remaining 2 friends. n celebrate august 15th or jan 26th on school while in childhood and at their final meet.
at 1995 2 private songs only regulary posed
plz tell me if u have any idea
if any budy remember those songs and hav like please forward to guys_gals@rediffmail.com

bobbysing

submitted on 23 August 2012

Hi Kiran Mahadev,
Though here we are mainly talking about the Doordarshan & its serial before the Cable Revolution i.e. before 1990-91, still lets
see if any friend can give you a clue for the same.
Thanks for writing in and Keep Visiting.

HIS BLESSINGS

appu

submitted on 24 August 2012

i would like to include 'kabhi sautan kabhi saheli' and 'ghar ka chiraag 'in the list.

bobbysing

submitted on 03 September 2012

Thanks Appu for your mentioned serial and Keep Visiting.
Cheers!

kiran mahadev

submitted on 25 August 2012

the 2nd pop album at those days is baba seigal rappa rappa song.

Raman

submitted on 02 September 2012

Hi Bobby sir,
Sorry if I missed it out, but we also had 'Full Tension' and cartoon 'Gaya Baya'.
Thnaks,
Raman

bobbysing

submitted on 10 September 2012

Hi Raman,
Thanks for your new additions but actually the post here is not about "All the serials before 1990" but only the few selected
ones which were hugely famous.
A complete list of these is already there on the Doordarshan's Wiki Page.
Cheers!

anjali

submitted on 02 September 2012

I want to watch nukkad and mungerilal ke haseen sapne, how can i watch it, is it dvd is availabe in market

bobbysing

submitted on 10 September 2012

Hi Anjali,
Mungerilal Ke Sapne is still not released but NUKKAD complete episodes DVDs are available for purchase at the following link
:
http://www.shemaroo.com/shopping/Product.asp?pid=4576
Also you can watch few of its episodes on the You tube too.
Cheers!

Nazia Ansari

submitted on 03 September 2012

Aadaab Sir,
Thanks for bringing those sweet memories once again amidst the crowd of worthless serials.
Sir during summer vacation at 12 noon there used to be a one hour programme called "Fun Time" in which creative things were
shown for children. Also on Fridays short films based on fables like 'Snowwhite & The Seven Dwarfs', 'The Sleeping Beauty' etc
were telecasted.
Sir Where can I see "Aarohan" serial in whivh Pallavi Joshi was the main lead? and Yes sir one more serial 'Doosra Keval'
starring Sharukh Khan.

bobbysing

submitted on 10 September 2012

Aadaab Nazia,
Thanks for visiting here with you own sweet memories of those memorable years.
At present I dont have any info on where you can see "Aarohan" or 'Doosra Keval'.
But keep trying at YouTube as many like minded friends regularly post some old serials there.
They both havent been released on DVDs so YouTube remains the only place where you can find them.

Keep Visiting.
Cheers!

Bal Govind

submitted on 04 September 2012

Hi BobbySing,
First of all my heartiest congratulations for taking pain to compile the list of these old DD serials which we all old timers used to
enjoy a lot -unlike today's time when we have plethora of TV serials running day in day out yet nothing have the quality and
lasting impressions of the past ones.
I have come across this link which might help someone in buying these DVDs/ VCDs .....apart from normal downloads from You
Tube.
http://www.shoppingonlineindia.com/doordarshan-tv-shows-and-serials.html
Regards

bobbysing

submitted on 10 September 2012

Hi Bal Govind,
Thanks a lot for your kind words and many thanks for this link too which would surely be useful for many friends here.
Life has really gone into the 5th gear for everyone today with no slowing down..........., so this was my honest attempt to apply
some brakes giving a much needed rest.......and I am glad that it really worked for all.
Cheers and Keep Visiting!

Vijay

submitted on 05 September 2012

Dear Bobby Singh,
Hearty Thanks to you for getting so many of us together and share happiness.
Truly Doordarshan was the biggest contributor to National Integrity.
Doordarshan was a voice for Values,Culture,Patriotism,Education & Upliftment.Doordarshan was not into money and was clear
on its morals and guidelines.
Let us use this platform to salute and thank all the unsung stalwarts at doordarshan who gave such a cherishable time for us
all.
Thank you Doordarshan for making us feel proud about our country and uniting us all.
Thanks again Bobby Singh.

bobbysing

submitted on 10 September 2012

Thanks Vijay for your honest appreciation and I really feel great realising that this one Post has been able to bring us all
together in such a lovely way with so many personal and emotional responses.
So thanks to all the contributors here too with Love.
Cheers!
HIS BLESSINGS

Kumar Vineet

submitted on 05 September 2012

Their was a serial name Ajnabee or Agneepath, in which a man was their fond of horses, a boy with his mother, horse stable
something something, any idea about that serial, serial was used to come after Junoon i think...

bobbysing

submitted on 10 September 2012

Hi Kumar,
I think it was AJNABEE but lets see if any freind here can give us some more information about the same.
Cheers!

Swaroop

submitted on 07 September 2012

Late 70s -Early 80s - there were two good cartoons that used to come - one on Friday eve - "mole's story" and Sunday morning
"Barbapapa".
About hindi serials you mentioned most of the popular ones already, few more worth mentioning would be..
Phir wahi Talaash, Naqaab, Intezar, Talaash, Satyajit Ray Presents [This was hindi serial directed by Sandip Ray in the lines of
Katha-Sagar but stories were all written by the Great Maestro, mentioning it as you mentioned this to be a regional serial in one
of your replies to someone]..
There were few very good english Serials/Docu that used to come on Sundays..
early 80s - Secrets of the Seas, The Cosmos [by Carl Sagan], Different Strokes, and ofcourse greatest of all sci-fi genreStartrek TOS.
Tuesday eve - The Gaint Robot aka Johny Sheko and his Flying Robot. late 80s a German comedy serial "DIdi's comedy" in
the lines of Chaplin..

bobbysing

submitted on 10 September 2012

Hi Swaroop,
Thanks for you detailed comment but I would like to mention a few point regarding the same.
1. I have really not focussed on Cartoons or English Serials in this list so you will not find them hereas mentioned in your
comment.
2. The post only mentions a few serials which were most famous all over so it is bound to miss many names which might be our
personal favourites.
3. Regarding "Satyajit Ray Presents", though I was an avid TV freak at the time but really dont remember this one relayed in
HINDI. May be I missed it as many others around me since no one recalls it watching in Hindi. But if you are so much sure
about its Hindi version then it should releasing in DVD soon as all other Ray Classics including the documentaries and short
films are being released on Home Video.
But if you do have any more information about the HINDI version of "Satyajit Ray presents" then do let me know as I am a big
fan of the maestro and would love to have this in my collection.
Cheers!

himanshu

submitted on 09 September 2012

You have forgoted famous horror show AAP BEETI and CHANDRAKANTA &
Kid's fav. SHAKTIMAN.

bobbysing

submitted on 10 September 2012

Hi Himanshu,
It seems that you havent read the Post and comments carefully but as mentioned before I would like to once again state that :
1. This is only a list of some selected names and not the list of all Doordarshan serials before 1990. For a complete list you can
visit the Wikipedia page with the title Doordarshan.
2. Secondly The list here is about the Hindi most popular serials which came before the Cable Revolution in India i.e. before
1990. And the serials you menitoned like Shaktiman & Chandrakanta came much after 1990.
Cheers!

srihari

submitted on 16 September 2012

Hi
Nice list. There used to be a comedy serial Chotte Bade in the evenings..
The servant was called Madan Baan. There was Mitthu baby. The father/dadaji would be reading telephone directory for
timepass! I think it was a Sai Paranjpe serial.
Paying Guest is another nice serial that I remember.
Showtheme is another serial not seen in the list. It was based on movies but with some theme for each episode.
Not sure if Mungerilal was before 90s. Mungeri lal ke haseen sapne.
Ye Jo Hai Zindagi with Renuka Sahane and Satish Shah and Shafi Inamdar was hilarious. Of course Chachi was very good
too.Bhattacharji and his wife were good as neighbors.

Tamas was a huge hit in the 1990-91 time frame with Om puri.
Subah was a serial about drugs in college and with a powerful cast.
Different Strokes, Fraggle Rocks were very popular too aired on Sunday afternoons. I was too young to understand the english
at that time however.
Short films from films division that used to be aired repeatedly still stay fresh in memory. sooraj ek chanda ek taare anek. extra
chappathi, one about Unity of India with nice music.
its a good exercise going down the memory lane. No one really bothers to remember them though they have shaped our
thoughts and values quite a bit.
Thanks!

bobbysing

submitted on 18 September 2012

Thanks Srihari for joining us here and loved reading your great comment reminding us of those good old days.
Hope you would love reading other nostagic posts too at the site.
So Keep Visiting and Writing in.
Cheers!

subrata choudhury

submitted on 17 September 2012

Hi bobby,
It seems you are a goldmine of old dd serials. can you help me out please? i have been searching for the title song of an old dd
serial, the name of which i did not find in your list whereas it should have been there i suppose. the name of the serial was
"Zamin Aasman" and the lyrics of the title song was -"manzil rasta karwan, har ghadi hai imtehan mile mile na mile kya pata
zamin asman" - it was perhaps sung by vinod rathod. i am exhausted to find the song. can you give me any link from where to
download it? i am even ready to purchase it if available. Can you help me buddy?

bobbysing

submitted on 18 September 2012

Thanks a lot Subhra for you loving praise but its really a collective effort here since everyone has contirbuted a lot in giving his
own links and names to be added further.
Regarding the serail "ZAMEEN AASMAN" it was directed by Tanuja Chandra I supposse But sadly I couldnt find the title song
you are looking for at net till now.
However lets see if any friend here has some valuable info on the same to share.
So Keep Visiting.
Cheers!
HIS BLESSINGS

HARISH

submitted on 21 September 2012

Hi Sir,
We have forgot to add HUMLOG, MALGUDI DAYS, GHAR JAMAI (ORIGINAL D.D. SHOW)

bobbysing

submitted on 21 September 2012

Dear Harish,
I think you have not even read the whole post properly and posted the comment.
Because how can one even think of writeing an article on this subject without adding the names of HUM LOG and MALGUDI
DAYS.
So pls chek it again as their names are right there in the list in alphabetical order.
Thanks

Pat gmail.com

submitted on 21 September 2012

Dear Sir,
There were children programs such as super human samurai , captain planet ,mr. bobby by 'DIC', don't remember during which
time period they were aired if you could give any details about them or where can we watch them . mr. bobby is one serial
which i cant find dis was aired along with samurai inthe evenings along with phulwari bachoki.really waiting to watch them.pls
help me.

bobbysing

submitted on 22 September 2012

Hi Pat,
AT present though I dont have any info about these serials but I hope any friends of us here would soon come up with some
thing.
So lets wait till a comment comes as a reply.
Keep Visiting and Writing In,
HIS BLESSINGS

Harinder

submitted on 15 October 2012

Can you please upload videos for Ekas Ke Hum Baarik, based on Guru Nanak Dev Ji's Sakhiyaan.....

bobbysing

submitted on 25 October 2012

Thanks Harinder for visiting and writing in but Sorry we dont post any videos here at the site or Youtube without any rights to do
so.
Hence you will hav to chek at Youtube only that whether your requested video is available there or not.
Keep Visiting
HIS BLESSINGS

KiranKumar

submitted on 17 October 2012

Wow.mind blowing!!! I came across this string today, and it made fascinating reading!!
Really makes us go through the corridors of time! but we still do remember every serial vividly. May I add, that there were a few
films made exclusively as 'telefilms' for Doordarshan.
I remember 'Ek ruka hua faisla' starring Pankaj Kapoor, Then there was another Mahesh Bhatt film made for DD starring Kumar
Gaurav (the name eludes me). Basanti was also a good serial in the early days of 80's.
Though we are only talking about hindi serials, shall I take the liberty of mentioning a few english serials like 'the odd
couple',;different strokes', 'Target', 'the Old fox', are you being served' which were also hugely popular in the late 80's. we still
remember the serial actors by their screen names: Nanhe, lallu,chutki, badki,khopdi, guru,laajoji etc;It seems like it was only
yesterday!! Good job,keep it going!!!

bobbysing

submitted on 25 October 2012

Hi Kiran Kumar,
Thanks for joining in and yes it is truly a mesmerising journey into the past.
As far as the Mahesh Bhatt film made for DD starring Kumar Gaurav is concerned it was called JANAM as I can recall.
Nice to have you here and Keep Visiting.
Cheers!
HIS BLESSINGS

Rashmi Sharma

submitted on 22 October 2012

Dear Bobby Sir
I just heard that once in a year Doordarshan auction copies off there old serials at Mandi House .Do you have any clue if its
true.
Regards
Rashmi

bobbysing

submitted on 25 October 2012

Dear Rashmi,
Though I havent heard about any such auction held by Doordarshan but there is certain material officialy released by
Doordarshan in the market through Mysticamusic.
So you can chek the following link and send them a query too for your required content if you wish.
http://www.mysticamusic.com/doordarshan-archives-all.php
Cheers!

Arvind Chouhan

submitted on 25 October 2012

Guys!!!!! may some one provide me the link of Captain Vyom...or where should i purchase the CD or DVD anything??????

bobbysing

submitted on 07 November 2012

Hi Arvind,
Many friends here have asked for "Captian Vyom" but we are yet to recieve any info on the same. But lets see if any friend
comes up with something great!
Cheers!

jai

submitted on 03 November 2012

guys...anyone remember a serial in which there was a hero with a horse,dog and an eagle?with tribals and all...

sree kumar

submitted on 13 November 2012

sir please upload the more popular serial Chandrakanta i love to watch this every sunday weekend..
thanks you.....

bobbysing

submitted on 15 November 2012

Hi Sree Kumar,
Thanks for your comment but we are actually not uploading anything here but sharing our views about those good old favourite
Hindi Serials of ours.
However you can search for the serial at Youtube as fans keep uploading many famous serials there and many of them are
available on the official channels of few companies too.
Cheers!

shashank hirve

submitted on 15 November 2012

hi
i want to see the serial 13. Ek Do Teen Chaar (Children Mystery/Detective Serial). can u help me how to see that. that serial i
see when i child.

bobbysing

submitted on 21 November 2012

Hi Shashank,
Since that serial has not yet been released by anyone on DVD therefore the only place where you can get it is You tube.
And that also if and when any fan like us uploads it from his or her personal collection.
So keep cheking there and visiting us too.
Cheers!

Ajay

submitted on 19 November 2012

There was a sci fi series called SIGMA aired on DD ...i got really afraid of the villain as a child...

bobbysing

submitted on 21 November 2012

Thanks Ajay for sharing your memories with us all...........and I am sure many friends would love reading it too.
Cheers!

shalini

submitted on 21 November 2012

hi, boby
i liked your blog and i also want to add few name
serials like "hota ek ghar aas paas"
dealing with mentally challenged ppl life..
"thoda sa aasman" story of three diffrent age group women..

bobbysing

submitted on 21 November 2012

Thanks Shalini for liking my works here and also for adding few more names to the list.
Keep Visiting!
Cheers!

anish babbar

submitted on 24 November 2012

bobby singh ji, serial like wah janab acted by shekhar suman, jimmy and his magic torch, star trek, were also wonderful serials
& cartoons which i still remember. since i was very small, i have less rememberance about those short serials.

bobbysing

submitted on 30 November 2012

Hi Anish Babbar,
Thanks for joining us all here and yes I too rememebr watching "Wah Janab" fondly.
Keep Writing in.
Cheers!

Dipti

submitted on 25 November 2012

Superb database, those were golden days.
I still remember my fav serials kashish (malvika tiwari n Suresh berry) , Farman (dipika deshpande n kanwaljit and one more
based on army team....starring shefali chaya, pallavi Joshi.
I would like to know if I get home vdo of these 3 serials

bobbysing

submitted on 30 November 2012

Hi Dipti,
Thanks for visiting and yes those were the golden days.
Regarding the serials Kashish, Farman & more they are not yet released on Home Video but may be available at Youtube.
So do check in there on a regular basis as fans keep uploading more stuff there.
Cheers!

Milind

submitted on 27 November 2012

Its great to remember those serials.i would like to add one more name
"Dadi Maa Jagi" in the year 1982-83. It was a black n white serial.

bobbysing

submitted on 30 November 2012

Thanks Milind for your addition as this is surely a new name here of the early eightees.
Keep Visiting and writing in.
Cheers!

Md.Farooq

submitted on 02 December 2012

Hi bobby,
i liked your blog and i also want to know the name of the serial which used to telecast on weekdays at 3 or 4 o clock in the year
1992 or 1995. The story line is based on a girl student of 6th class who wanted to leave the school. But they are not ready to
leave her. So she brakes all rule so that they will terminate her
If any one remember the name please let me know
Thanks
Md Farooq

bobbysing

submitted on 05 December 2012

Hi Md. Farooq,
Thanks for writing in and since I am unable to recall the name so I hope a friend here would be able to do so soon.
Hence Keep Visiting.

Cheers!
HIS BLESSINGS

Md.Farooq

submitted on 07 December 2012

Hi bobby,
I want to tell you name of the serial is "Natkhat Rani Badi Sayani". If you have links or any other stuff regarding this serial let me
know
Thanks
Md Farooq

bobbysing

submitted on 16 December 2012

Sure Md.Farooq,
If I get any info on this I will surely let you know and may be it is updated of any of our friends here too.
Cheers!

Mudassir

submitted on 08 December 2012

Hi Bobby, its really a nice blog, Just wanted to know how can we get the title songs of some serials like Junoon or Samunder
the title songs of these 2 had amazing lyrics. And just one more request, there was a serial named as Karamati starring Anu
Kapoor in which this character used to solve simple problems of people, and there was one episode in which there were 17
Buffaloes of a farmer which were supposed to be distributed among his sons, the way this character sorted out this problem
was awesome. So cud u tell me please from where I can get the title songs and this serial Karamati.
Thanks in anticipation.

bobbysing

submitted on 16 December 2012

Hi Mudassir,
Thanks for your appreciation and writing in.
Actually for we all fans of those Old Serials the only sole friend is YOUTUBE where like minded friends keep uploading stuff like
this on a regular basis. So you should constatnly chek there as one Junoon Title song is here at this link :
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3t2xJeUcgWk
and Samunder's title songs is at this link :
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dwlrDbHV8Nc
But I unfortunately coudnt find the serial Karamati starring Anu Kapoor.
Still keep searching there and visiting here too.
Cheers!
HIS BLESSINGS

sumaiya fathima

submitted on 15 December 2012

bobby singh ji i want to know abt an english serial, jisme ek ladki ki story huwa karthi thi, romantic serial tha, aur title song
italian or spanish waala tha ,i think , dariya thikha thae the, i jus wanna knw the name of the serial, it used to be put at 3.30 pm ,
dd metro me bhi, it used to come, info dheejiye na plz....ur blog is so good and nostalgic.

bobbysing

submitted on 17 December 2012

Thanks Sumaiya Fathima for visiting and writing in rememberging those nostalgic years.
Though I cannot recall the serail myself but I hope some of our friends here would be able to give more info on the same after
reading your description.
So keep visiting and writing in.
Cheers!
HIS BLESSINGS

manisha

submitted on 17 December 2012

Can plz any1 tell me were cud i download or eiter see bikhri aas nikhri preet serial which was on air in doordarshan about four
year back??

bobbysing

submitted on 28 December 2012

Hi Manisha,
Thanks for writing in and I hope any friend here replies to your query soon.
Cheers!

deepak nayyar

submitted on 23 December 2012

can anybody tell me about the serial of school whose name was school school
i have seen it ten years back. now how can i see that. plz someone help me

bobbysing

submitted on 28 December 2012

Hi Deepak,
Thanks for writing in but sorry I cant recall the serial really.
However I hope any friend here remembers it and can give us some info on the same soon.
So keep visiting.
HIS BLESSINGS

Jayanta

submitted on 23 December 2012

In those days, in the absence of cable TV, the weekly news magazine "The World This Week"(anchored by Prannoy Roy) was
our only way to have a peek into the happenings at the world stage! I think we shouldn't forget that.

bobbysing

submitted on 28 December 2012

Hi Jayanta,
Thanks for visiting & writing in but actually the post was all about the HINDI serials which were on air in that era.
Yet we do remember watching "The World This Week" too as it wasindeed one of its kind of bullentin only in those days.
Keep Visiting & Writing in!
Cheers!

SHIVANI

submitted on 24 December 2012

KALA JAL & RATH CHAKRA. these r two sereials .
AND I would like to know about some tele films also will u plz provide a list? There were some children stories n i was so
young. i dont remember d name but it was directed by girish karnad. n d story was based on hide n seek plus some mystery.
these were telecast in d night. plz do something.
thanks.

bobbysing

submitted on 28 December 2012

Hi Shivani,
Though I dont have any info on these serials with me but I am sure any friend here would soo reply regarding the same here.
So lets see.
Cheers!

deepak nayyar

submitted on 29 December 2012

Dear sir
i wanna watch my fav. doordarshan serial SCHOOL DAYS and i search a lot online but i m not getting a single video of that
serial can u help me by sending links or by giving a proper web address. i miss that serial of my childhood so if u can help me
than its very good for me to revive my old memories
Thanks and regards
Deepak nayyar

bobbysing

submitted on 01 January 2013

Hi Deepak,
Thanks for visiting and writing in.
But since I dont have any info about this serial, we will have to wait if any friend here replies with some.
So keep visiting!
Cheers!

Tom Sam www.joera.in

submitted on 29 December 2012

Bobby Sir,
Please add "Gul Gulshan Gulfam" also along with this list. "Gul Gulshan Gulfam" was a popular serial in late 80's.
Please listen the title song of "Gul Gulshan Gulfam" from below youtube link.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cZaBbo0ZUcI
Thanks a lot,
Tom.

Bobbysing
Hi Tom,
Actually the serial was not included in the list, since it came after 1990 as I can remember.
Yet it was indeed a famous one and thanks for reminding it too.
Cheers!

submitted on 01 January 2013

